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We theoretically find that finite size Fulde-Ferrell (FF) superconductor (which is characterized
by spatially nonuniform ground state Ψ ∼ exp(−iqFF r) and |Ψ|(r) = const in the bulk case, where
Ψ is a superconducting order parameter) has paramagnetic Meissner, vortex and ’onion’ ground
states with |Ψ|(r) 6= const. These states are realized due to boundary effect when the lateral size of
superconductor L ∼ 1/qFF . We argue, that predicted states could be observed in thin disk/square
made of superconductor-ferromagnet-normal metal trilayer with L ≃ 150− 600nm.

PACS numbers:

I. INTRODUCTION

Majority of superconductors expel weak enough exter-
nal magnetic field which means that they are diamagnets.
Mathematically this property of superconductor can be
described via London relation between vector potential
A and superconducting current density js:

js = − c

4πλ2
A, (1)

where λ is the London penetration depth which de-
termines how deep magnetic field penetrates the super-
conductor. However in special case of so-called odd-
frequency superconductivity1–7 the sign in Eq. (1)
may be opposite which corresponds to paramagnetic re-
sponse and formally negative density of Cooper pairs
n ∼ λ−2 < 0. Such a paramagnetic response can
be realized locally in different superconducting systems
with spatially nonuniform superconducting order param-
eter: ferromagnetic (F) layer coupled to s-wave super-
conductor (S)1,6,7 (as a practical realization it could be
ferromagnet/normal metal bilayer coupled with s-wave
superconductor8); normal metal (N) layer coupled to p-
wave superconductor2 or to s-wave superconductor with
spin-active SN interface3; nonequilibrium N layer cou-
pled to s-wave superconductor9,10; near the edge of clean
p- or d -wave superconductor4,11.
If thickness of the superconductor in hybrid SF or SN

bilayers is small the paramagnetic response of proximity
induced odd-frequency superconductivity in F or N layer
may exceed the diamagnetic response of the host super-
conductor which leads to global paramagnetism. It may
signal about instability and appearance of modulated,
along hybrid structure, Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov
(FFLO) like superconducting state12,13 which has zero
magnetic response (λ−2 → 0 in Eq. [1]). In Larkin-
Ovchinnikov state the modulated state corresponds to
the standing wave (superconducting order parameter
Ψ ∼ cos(qLOr)) while in Fulde-Ferrell state Ψ ∼
exp(iqFF r). Note that in the FF state spontaneous cur-
rents can flow in the ground state13,14 which are absent
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FIG. 1: (a) Superconductor-ferromagnet-normal metal super-
conducting square being in quasi 1D Fulde-Ferrell state and
(b) SFN disk being in vortex state. Dashed and solid curves
correspond to distribution of |Ψ| (the superconducting order
parameter, averaged over the thickness) and q (∼ superveloc-
ity), respectively.

in LO state.

In our work we theoretically study how ground state
of FF superconductor is modified when its lateral size
becomes about of 1/qFF . As a practical realization we
have in mind square/disk made of trilayer superconduc-
tor/ferromagnet/normal metal (see Fig. 1) where FF
state can exist14. We do not consider LO state because
in Ref.15 it has been found that in SFN trilayer FF state
has lower energy than LO one. Due to vanishing of nor-
mal component of superconducting current js at the bor-
der with vacuum in each (S, F and N) layer one has to
have q = (∇φ + 2πA/Φ0)|n = 0 (φ is the phase of su-
perconducting order parameter) which should affect the
classical Fulde-Ferrell (plain wave) state. In Refs.16,17

it was found, that such a modification occurs on scale
about of 1/qFF and it leads to increase of the free en-
ergy F. Therefore when LqFF ∼ 1 this increase of free
energy may exceed the energy gain from transition to
modulated state and homogenous state becomes more
favorable. Support to this comes from Ref.18 where it
was found that FFLO disk with radius RqFF

<∼ 1.2 has
higher critical temperature in homogenous state than in

http://arxiv.org/abs/2003.09190v2
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FIG. 2: Distribution of the dimensionless superconducting or-
der parameter |Ψ|(x, y) and of q(x, y) (black arrows) in FF
square with different lateral size L. For all cases, the ground
states are shown (for LqFF < π/

√
2 ground state is the ho-

mogenous state with q = 0 - not shown here). (a) quasi 1D
FF like state with q = (q(x), 0), (b) the single vortex state,
(c) the FF like state with q = (q1(x, y), q2(x, y)). The ground
states are degenerate - the energy is not changed with reversal
of q.

FFLO one.
Our main result can be formulated as follows. We find

that when LqFF
<∼ 2 the ground state of FF supercon-

ductor is spatially homogenous with q = 0 and it has
global paramagnetic response (λ−2 < 0) at small enough
magnetic fields. With increasing L there is a second-
order transition to quasi 1D state with λ−2 = 0 (see Fig.
1(a) or Fig. 2(a)) which becomes energetically less fa-
vorable than single vortex state with spatially dependent
λ−2 and |Ψ| (see Fig. 1(b) or Fig. 2(b)) at larger L.
With further increasing L the ’onion’ like state (see Fig.
2(c)) has the lowest energy.
In our calculations we use two models. Numerical

solution of Usadel equation for 3D square shown in
Fig. 1 is rather complicated and time-consumable prob-
lem. Therefore we use 2D modified phenomenological
Ginzburg-Landau (GL) equation (see appendix A) for
thickness averaged superconducting order parameter Ψ
which qualitatively well describes main properties of FF
superconductor16,17,19 and allows us to find arbitrary
in-plane distribution of Ψ, λ−2 and sheet current den-
sity. Besides we use 2D Usadel equation (with radial
and z dependence) for SFN disk where we consider only
circularly symmetric (vortex) and spatially homogenous
states. The last approach allows us to confirm results
found from GL model and determine appropriate mate-
rial parameters for the experimental verification of the
predicted results.

II. GINZBURG-LANDAU APPROACH

First we present our results found from solution
of modified 2D Ginzburg-Landau equation (equation,
boundary conditions, parameters and numerical method
are presented in appendix A). In Fig. 2 we show distri-
bution of the superconducting order parameter |Ψ| and q

in FF superconducting square being in different ground
states. For LqFF ≤ π/

√
2 the ground state corresponds

to spatially homogenous state (q = 0) with λ−2 < 0. In

narrow range π/
√
2 ≤ LqFF

<∼ 2.5 the quasi 1D Fulde-
Ferrell like state with λ−2 = 0, has the smallest energy
(see Fig. 2(a)), while for 2.5 <∼ LqFF

<∼ 4.6 the vortex
state is a ground one (see Fig. 2(b)) with λ−2(x, y) < 0
(see Fig. 3a ). For LqFF

>∼ 4.6 the state with spatial
distribution of |Ψ| and q resembling the onion is realized
(Fig. 2(c)). In ’onion’ state the diagonal distribution of
q minimizes the positive contribution to the free energy
which comes from vanishing of q|n at the edge17. In ho-
mogenous and quasi-1D FF states the current density is
equal to zero, while in the vortex and ’onion’ states it is
finite (see Fig. 3).

(a) LqFF=4 (b) LqFF=6 (c) LqFF=15

0.0 -1.0 0.2 -0.50.0 0.2 -0.80.0

FIG. 3: Spatial distribution of local λ−2 and superconduct-
ing current density (arrows) in squares being in vortex (a)
and ’onion’ (b,c) states. Red color corresponds to λ−2 > 0
(diamagnetic response), blue one - λ−2 < 0 (paramagnetic
response). One can see that in ’onion’ state there are eddy
currents, but vorticity N =

∮
∇ϕdl/2π is equal to zero. This

result resembles the eddy currents in d- and p-wave meso-
scopic disks11 with the only qualitative difference that in
’onion’ state eddy currents are finite even at zero magnetic
field.

In FF square various metastable states may exist and
their number increases with increasing of L as in ordi-
nary mesoscopic superconductor (see for example21). In
Fig. 4 we show examples of such states. These are vor-
tex free state (not the ’onion’ one - compare Fig. 4(a)
and Fig. 2(c)) and states with different number of vor-
tices, including the states with vortices and antivortices
(Figs. 4(e,f)). In ordinary finite-size (sometimes it is
also called mesoscopic) superconductor vortex states are
stable in presence of the magnetic field H (including
vortex-antivortex molecule22,23), while in FF supercon-
ductor they are stable even at H = 0. Their stability
comes from decreasing of the free energy and increase of
|Ψ| in presence of finite q (which is proportional to super-
velocity). In contrast, in ordinary superconductor finite q
leads to increase of F and suppression of superconductiv-
ity. The metastable and ground states are degenerative
- their energy does not change with reversal of q and/or
change the position of vortices. For instance, in case of
state shown in Fig. 4(b) there are three more states with
the same energy that can be realized by placing the vor-
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tex in different quarters of the square.

(a) N=0 (b) N=+1 (c) N=+2

(d) N=-3 (e) N=-2+2 (f ) N=-1+4

FIG. 4: Distribution of magnitude of the superconducting
order parameter |Ψ|(x, y)| (colormap) and q(x, y) (black ar-
rows) in square with LqFF = 8, being in various metastable
states. N is a total vorticity (N =

∮
∇ϕdl/

√
2π, the contour

l is positively oriented along the boundaries).

In Fig. 5 we show dependence of the free energy F and
magnetic moment M = −dF/dH of FF square with the
different L on the magnetic field. Homogenous and 1D
states demonstrate paramagnetic response at low fields
(see Fig. 5(a,b)) which transforms to diamagnetic one at
large fields. Because free energy decreases at low fields
one can expect magnetic field induced enhancement of
critical temperature. Similar field induced enhancement
of Tc was predicted for bulk FFLO superconducting film
being in parallel magnetic field10,15, FFLO disk of small
radius18 and 1D superconducting FFLO ring24 being in
perpendicular magnetic field. Due to small size of the
square it cannot accommodate vortex even near critical
magnetic field which is also typical for ordinary small-
size superconductor. Because of that dependence M(H)
is not hysteretic.

Vortex (Fig. 5(c)) and ’onion’ (Fig. 5(d)) states
have more complicated M(H) dependence because of en-
try/exit of vortices and antivortices. In Fig. 5(c) we show
evolution of magnetic moment with increasing and de-
creasing of H for square being initially in vortex state.
Perpendicular small magnetic field decreases q in the
square and it results to increase of free energy and dia-
magnetic response. At H ∼ 0.4HGL vortex exits and an-
tivortex enters, which considerably lowers the free energy
and leads to the change of sign of M . It is interesting,
that at H ∼ 1.5HGL antivortex exits and square goes to
Meissner (vortex free) state which has the lowest energy
in some range of magnetic fields among other states. It
happens due to absence of the vortex core which increases
the free energy while supervelocity is large enough due
to the magnetic field. At H ∼ 2.5HGL the Meissner
state becomes unstable and vortex enters the square. At

H ∼ 3.2HGL square goes to normal state. With decreas-
ing of magnetic field the square passes through vortex,
Meissner and finally, antivortex states. The dependence
M(H) is hysteretic, as in case of ordinary mesosocopic su-
perconductor, due to presence of energy barriers for vor-
tex/antivortex entry/exit. Note, that in such a square
one also can expect field enhanced critical temperature
because free energy is lower at finite magnetic field than
at H = 0.

Evolution of magnetic properties of the square being in
’onion’ ground state at H = 0 is more complex (see Fig.
5(d)). At H ∼ 0.15HGL there is first order transition
from ’onion’ to another vortex free state where magnetic
response is paramagnetic (at lower fields magnetic re-
sponse is weak and diamagnetic). At H ∼ 0.25HGL there
is a transition to antivortex state with N=-1 and then an-
tivortex is replaced by a vortex (N=1) at H ∼ HGL. The
number of vortices is growing with increasing H to N=8
and, finally, square goes into the normal state.
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FIG. 5: Magnetic field dependence of the free energy and
magnetic moment of FF squares with different lateral size
shown in figures. In figures (a,b) M(H) is reversable (no
vortices at any H), while in figures (c,d) it is hysteretic (in
(d) we show M(H) only in increasing magnetic field). N is
the vorticity (number of vortices). Free energy is scaled in
units of FGL (see Appendix A), magnetic field is in units
of HGL = Φ0/2πξ

2

GL and magnetic moment is in units of
MGL = FGL/HGL.
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III. USADEL APPROACH

Our calculations in framework of microscopic Usadel
approach for SFN disk supports some results found in
GL model (for details of the method see Appendix B).
We consider only circularly symmetric states (homoge-
nous and vortex ones) because finding of states similar
to ones shown in Fig. 2(a,c) and Fig. 4 needs solution of
3D Usadel equation, together with finding q(~r). In Fig. 6
we show difference between free energies of homogenous
and vortex states as a function of radius of the SFN disk.
Free energy (per unit of square) is normalized in units
of F0 = πN(0)(kBTc0)

2ξc, where ξc = (h̄DS/kBTc0)
1/2,

N(0) is a one spin density of states in superconductor,
Tc0 is a critical temperature of single S layer and DS is
its diffusion coefficient. One can see that starting from
some radius Rc (its value depends on temperature) vor-
tex state becomes energetically more favorable than ho-
mogenous one. Taking into account that in bulk FF state
qFF ≃ 0.16/ξc at T = 0.1Tc0 (see Fig. B.1) we esti-
mate 2Rc ≃ 20ξc ≃ 3.2/qFF (for T = 0.3Tc0 we have
2Rc ≃ 38ξc ≃ 4.5/qFF ) which is close to the numerical
value, obtained with help of modified GL equation for
the square and to the analytical result 2Rc ≃ 2.4/qFF

found from linearized GL equation for the disk near Tc

(see Fig. 2 in18). From Fig. 6 it also follows that there
exists temperature driven first order transition from ho-
mogenous to vortex state as one decreases temperature.
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FIG. 6: Dependence of the difference between free energies of
the homogenous (Fh) and single vortex (Fv) states on radius
of SFN disk. In inset we show the radial dependence of sheet
current density and magnitude of superconducting order pa-
rameter in Usadel model ∆ in S layer on the boundary with
vacuum. Parameters of SFN disk: dS = 1.4ξc, dF = 0.15ξc,
dN = ξc, exchange energy in F layer is Eex = 25kBTc0.

In the vortex ground state there is a finite sheet cur-
rent J =

∫

jsdz - see inset in Fig. 6. In contrast to
the vortex in ordinary superconductor the sheet current

density changes sign across the disk because in different
parts of the trilayer

∫

λ−2dz has different sign. Note that
in framework of GL model one has

∫

λ−2dz < 0 in the
vortex state everywhere in the FF square and there is no
sign change of J (see Fig. 3(a)). In SFN structure the size
of the vortex core is different in S (where it is about of ξc)
and N (where it is about of ξN = (h̄DN/kBT )

1/2 ≫ ξc)
layers. This difference has been observed recently in SN
bilayer28,32. Due to vanishing of superconducting order
parameter in the center of vortex core the proximity in-
duced odd-frequency superconductivity is suppressed in
N layer on scale about of ξN around the vortex core and
it leads to λ−2 > 0 there. Apparently this effect is not
caught by used phenomenological GL model.

Vortex state is a double degenerative state because
states with opposite vorticity have the same energy (if
one neglects interaction of vortex induced magnetic field
with ferromagnet layer). Using typical parameters of
NbN as a S layer (resistivity ρn = 200µΩ · cm, diffu-
sion coefficient D = 0.5cm2/s, Tc0 = 10K, ξc = 6.4 nm)
and other parameters as in Fig. 6 we find magnetic field
in the center of vortex ∼ 2Oe (R = 14ξc). This magnetic
field is much smaller than thermodynamic field of NbN:
Hc =

√

4πN(0)(1.76kBTc0)2 ∼ 103Oe and it gives small
contribution to the free energy (smaller than 10−4F0).
Besides this field is too small to affect magnetic proper-
ties of F layer but it is large enough to be measured by
SQUID magnetometer (especially if there is an array of
SFN disks).

We also find that energy of the giant vortex state with
vorticity N ≥ 2 is larger than single vortex state when
R < 40ξc due to larger vortex core. We do not consider
larger disks because we expect that ’onion’ state is more
energetically favorable in such samples.

Making a hole in the center of SFN disk favors appear-
ance of vortex state because there is no positive contribu-
tion from the vortex core to the free energy. For example
for SFN ring with parameters as in Fig. 6 and width ξc
the homogenous state becomes unfavorable at R >∼ 5ξc.
For smaller rings supervelocity vs ∼ q ∼ 1/R is too large
and homogenous state has smaller energy.

In Fig. 7 we show calculated field dependencies of free
energy and magnetic moment of SFN disks with differ-
ent radiuses being either in vortex or Meissner states. In
contrast to GL approach we cannot determine at which
magnetic fields vortex/antivortex/Meissner states be-
come unstable in the used model. Nevertheless these re-
sults support some conclusions following from GL model.
Namely, disk being in homogenous (Meissner) state has
paramagnetic response up to some magnetic field where
it changes to ordinary diamagnetic one (compare with
Fig. 5(a,b)). It occurs roughly at H ∼ H∗ ≃ Φ0/ξNR

(ξN =
√

h̄DN/kBT ) when proximity induced supercon-
ductivity in N layer is got suppressed.

Evolution of states in SFN disk where vortex state is
ground one at H = 0 (see Fig. 7 for disk with R = 14ξc)
qualitatively resembles results found in GL model. Free
energy increases at small fields and there is range of the
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FIG. 7: (a) Dependence of the free energy of SFN disks being
in homogenous and vortex states on magnetic field (H0 =
Φ0/2πξ

2

c ∼ 7.8T for NbN). (b) Dependence of the magnetic
moment (measured in units ofM0 = 2πξ2cR

2jdep(0)/c) of SFN
disks on the magnetic field. Parameters of the disks as in Fig.
6.

fields where the Meissner state has the lowest energy
while at large fields vortex state becomes again more fa-
vorable. From Fig. 7 one may also conclude that antivor-
tex state (it corresponds to vortex in negative magnetic
field in Fig. 7) decreases its energy at small |H | which
also coincides with our findings in GL model. Unusual
behavior changes on conventional one at H > H∗ when
proximity induced superconductivity dies in N layer.
Smaller size disk (R = 8ξc) with vortex demonstrates

different behavior at low fields, but it is not clear if vortex
state is stable there. We are only sure that at large fields
(H > H∗), vortex state is more favorable than Meissner
one as in ordinary superconductors.
The similar results could be found for different mate-

rial parameters of SFN disk. For example one can take
F layer with larger or smaller exchange energy - it leads
only to different needed thickness of F layer when FF
state could be realized (see Fig. S4 in14). One also may
increase thickness of N layer - it shifts the temperature
where bulk FF state appears (see Fig. S3(a) in14). More

crucial influence on the predicted effect comes from in-
creasing of dS . While the bulk FF state could be realized
in case of relatively thick dS >∼ 3ξc (see Fig. S3(b) in14)
the energy gain of bulk FF state in comparison with ho-
mogenous state decreases with increasing dS , as well as
|λ−2| → 0 in homogenous state. As a result difference
in energy between all considered ground states decreases
too and some of them could disappear. For example in
the vortex state large positive contribution to F comes
from the vortex core and it could exceed the negative
contribution to F due to finite q around the vortex.

IV. DISCUSSION

In contrast to other systems where global ’param-
agnetic Meissner effect’ (PME) was theoretically or
experimentally found (high Tc materials4, supercon-
ductors with bulk pinning25,26 or ordinary mesoscopic
superconductors27) in FF finite-size superconductor it
exists in the ground state when there is no any frozen
magnetic flux (trapped vortices). In this sense similar
global PME was also predicted for unconventional (p or
d -wave) superconducting disk where it may exist due to
edge paramagnetic currents11.
Ground and metastable states in SFN disk/square

could be observed with help of scanning tunnelling
spectroscopy. In recent paper28 SN nanostructure
(MoGe/Au) with needed geometrical and physical pa-
rameters was studied. Indeed, Au is a pure metal
with residual resistance ρN ≃ 2µΩ · cm even for 20
nm thick film29, while MoGe is rather dirty metal with
ρS ≃ 180µΩ · cm, Tc0 = 6.5K and D ≃ 0.4cm2/s30

(ξc ≃ 6.8nm). To observe predicted states one needs
to add ferromagnet layer, made from CuNi, for exam-
ple, with thickness dF ∼ 2 − 3nm (it should be equal
approximately to half of thickness of ferromagnet in
NbN/CuNi/NbN trilayer where π Josephson junction has
been recently realized31). In homogenous state supercon-
ducting order parameter is homogenous while in quasi
1D, vortex and ’onion’ states it depends on coordinate
due to q(x, y) (see Fig. 2). We also have to add, that spa-
tial variation of local density of states (LDOS) is rather
different in S and N layers due to different length scales
(∼ ξc in S layer and ∼ ξN in N layer) leading, for ex-
ample, to rather different size of vortex core in S and N
layers28,32 and this curcumstance should be taken into
account in the experiment.
From our calculations made in framework of Usadel

model and parameters of NbN or MoN it follows that
lateral size of the square/disk should be less than 20ξc ≃
130nm (see Fig. 6) to observe paramagnetic Meissner
state. Vortex state exists in slightly larger squares/disks
while ’onion’ state could be observed in samples with
lateral size as large as 600 nm as it follows from modified
GL model (see Fig. 1(c) in20 and for estimation we take
1/qFF ∼ 6ξc).
Depending on the parameters the FF phase may exist
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at T < TFFLO
c = Tc or at T < TFFLO

c < Tc
14. In first

case 1/qFF is finite at T = Tc and, hence, at T < Tc the
homogenous paramagnetic state may exist only in super-
conductor of small size with LqFF

<∼ 2−3. In the second
case one can expect transition from the paramagnetic to
quasi 1D state shown in Fig. 2(a) (because it is second-
order transition), as one decreases temperature below
TFFLO
c (1/qFF decreases from infinity at T = TFFLO

c up
to finite value at lower temperature) but it may happen
that for transition to vortex or ’onion’ state one needs
to overcome the energy barrier. If the energy barrier is
too high the superconducting square will stay in quasi
1D state. In this case one can use perpendicular mag-
netic field to switch Fulde-Ferrell superconductor from
one state to another one, as it is demonstrated in section
II.
We expect small influence of edge or bulk defects on

our results due to large ξN ≫ ξc. For considered above N
layers ξN > 50 nm which is comparable with the size of
SFN disk or square where these states could be observed.

V. SUMMARY

We find that Fulde-Ferrell finite size superconductor
may have different ground states. Depending on the lat-
eral size it could be either in homogenous paramagnetic
state, quasi 1D, vortex or ’onion’ states. We propose that
these states could be realized in square(disk) made of
superconductor/ferromagnet/normal metal trilayer with
lateral size 150-600 nm, where superconductor is dirty su-
perconducting material (like NbN, MoGe, NbTiN and so
on), normal metal is Au, Ag, Al or Cu and ferromagnet
is CuNi or other weak ferromagnetic material.
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Appendix A: Modified Ginzburg-Landau model

The modified Ginzburg-Landau free energy functional
describing 2D superconductor being in the Fulde-Ferrell-
Larkin-Ovchinnikov (FFLO) phase can be written as
follows33

F ′ = α(T )|Ψ′|2 + β

2
|Ψ′|4 + γ(|ΠxΨ

′|2 + |ΠyΨ
′|2) (A1)

+δ(|Π2
xΨ

′|2 + |Π2
yΨ

′|2 + |ΠxΠyΨ
′|2 + |ΠyΠxΨ

′|2)
+µ|Ψ′|6,

where Ψ′ is a complex superconducting order parame-
ter and Πx,y = ∇x,y − i(2e/h̄c)Ax,y. As in Refs.16,19 we
neglect term with |Ψ′|6 (it allows us to decrease the num-
ber of free parameters) and define the signs of constants:
α, γ < 0 and β, δ > 0 to have Fulde-Ferrell state as a
ground one.
Ginzburg-Landau functional in the form similar to Eq.

(A1) was derived from microscopic theory for clean thin
superconducting film placed in parallel magnetic field34.
We use here similar GL functional to model properties of
superconductor/ferromagnet/normal metal trilayer be-
ing in Fulde-Ferrell state, where superconductor and fer-
romagnet are dirty metals with large resistivity. There-
fore coefficients α, β, δ, γ should be considered only as a
phenomenological parameters and Ψ′ is a superconduct-
ing order parameter averaged over the thickness of SFN
trilayer.
The dimensionless free energy F and order param-

eter Ψ are introduced as: F ′ = FGLF = (α2/β)F ,

Ψ′ = Ψ0Ψ =
√

|α|/βΨ, with defining of the character-

istic length ξGL =
√

|γ|/|α| and the dimensionless pa-
rameter ζ = |α|δ/|β|2. Varying

∫

FdS with respect to
Ψ∗, we obtain the modified Ginzburg-Landau equation
for the dimensionless order parameter:

ζ{Π4
x +Π2

xΠ
2
y +Π2

yΠ
2
x +Π4

y}Ψ (A2)

+{Π2
x +Π2

y}Ψ+Ψ|Ψ|2 −Ψ = 0.

Equation (A2) has to be supplemented by the bound-
ary conditions

ΠΨ
∣

∣

∣

n
= 0, Π3Ψ

∣

∣

∣

n
= 0. (A3)

Our choice of boundary conditions provides vanish-
ing of normal component of superconducting current js|n
and q|n = (∇φ− (2e/h̄c)A)|n on the boundary of super-
conducting square with vacuum. In ordinary Ginzburg-
Landau model they vanish simultaneously if one chooses
ΠΨ|n = 0 while in modified GL model one needs two con-
ditions due to higher order of derivatives in Eq. (1). Van-
ishing of q|n follows from the microscopic Usadel model
for SFN trilayer, when superconducting current in each
layer has to be equal to zero on boundary with vacuum.
In framework of modified GL model one deals with aver-
aged over the thickness current density js, λ

−2 and Ψ. In
contrast to ordinary GL model it could be the situation
when λ−2 = 0 and, hence, js|n ∼ −λ−2q|n = 0 while
q|n 6= 0 which contradicts microscopic results for SFN
trilayer. It is the reason why we use boundary condition
ΠΨ|n = 0. After making this choice vanishing of js|n
automatically leads to Π3Ψ|n = 0.
In numerical calculations we use relaxation method

with adding of the time derivative ∂Ψ/∂t in the right
hand side of Eq. (A2) and looking for Ψ(x, y) which does
not depend on time. In calculations we use two values of
parameter ζ = 0.5 and 2. In both cases we obtain nearly
the same results.
The transition from the homogenous to quasi 1D state

is the second order phase transition as one increases L.
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In framework of used model one can find analytically the
critical size Lc when it occurs. By seeking the solution
of Eq. (A2) in the following form: Ψ = (1+ |δΨ|)exp(iφ)
and assuming that |δΨ| ≪ 1 and ∇φ ≪ 1 one can find
that quasi 1D state may exist when L > Lc = π

√
ζ =

π/
√
2qFF where qFF = 1/

√
2ζ is the optimal q which

minimizes the free energy of FF bulk superconductor.

Appendix B: Uzadel model

To calculate superconducting properties of SFN disk
we use 2D Usadel equation for anomalous F = sinΘ and
normal G = cosΘ Green functions in polar coordinates

h̄D

(

∂2Θ

∂z2
+

1

r

d

dr
r
dΘ

dr

)

−

−
(

2(h̄ωn + iEex) + h̄Dq2 cosΘ
)

sinΘ + 2∆cosΘ = 0,

(B1)

where D is a diffusion coefficient (D = DS , DF , DN in
superconducting, ferromagnet and normal layers, respec-
tively), Eex 6= 0 is the exchange energy which is nonzero
only in F layer, h̄ωn = πkBT (2n + 1) is the Matsubara
frequency, q = ∇φ+(2π/Φ0)A(r) (A is a tangential com-
ponent of vector potential A = (0, Hr/2, 0), ∇φ = N/r,
N is a vorticity), ∆ is a magnitude of superconducting
order parameter which should be found in Usadel model
with help of self-consistency equation

∆ ln

(

T

Tc0

)

+ 2πkBT
∑

ωn≥0

(

∆

h̄ωn
− sinΘ

)

= 0. (B2)

We assume that in F and N layers ∆ = 0 because of
zero BCS coupling constant there. Tc0 in Eq. (B2) is
the critical temperature of single S layer. We consider
disk with thickness dS + dF + dN ≪ λ and radius R ≪
λ2/(dS + dF + dN ). Therefore we neglect corrections to
A(r) which comes from superconducting currents.
Averaged over the thickness of the disc local λ−2 and

superconducting current density are calculated as

λ−2 =
16π2kBT

h̄c2(dS + dF + dN )
×

×
∫ dS+dF+dN

0

1

ρ

∑

ωn≥0

Re(sin2 Θ)dz

js = −q
cΦ0

8π2
λ−2

(B3)

with resistivity ρ = ρS , ρF , ρN in S, F and N layers,
respectively.
At boundaries between different layers we use

Kupriyanov-Lukichev boundary conditions35 (for exam-
ple DSdΘ/dz = DFdΘ/dz at z = dS) with fully trans-
parent interfaces leading to continuity of Θ. On the inter-
face with vacuum we use dΘ/dn = 0. Vanishing of nor-
mal component of superconducting current density (not
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FIG. B.1: Dependence of the free energy (a) and averaged
over the thickness of bulk SFN trilayer λ−2 (b) on q. λ−2 = 0
in minimum of F (q). Position of minimum shifts to smaller
q with increasing temperature. For chosen parameters Tc =
TFFLO
c .

averaged over thickness) on the boundaries with vacuum
leads to q|n = 0. For considered homogenous and sin-
gle/giant vortex states it is fulfilled automatically. In
the center of the disk we use Θ(r = 0) = 0 for vortex
state and dΘ/dr|r=0 = 0 for homogenous one.

Equations (B1,B2) are solved numerically by using it-
eration procedure. For initial distribution ∆(z, r) we
solve Eq. (B1) for Matsubara frequencies ranging from
n=0 up to n=100. In numerical procedure we use
Newton method combined with tridiagonal matrix al-
gorithm. Found solution Θ(z, r) is inserted to Eq.
(B2) to find ∆(z, r) and than iterations repeat until
the relative change in ∆(z, r) between two iterations
is larger than 10−8. Length is normalized in units of
ξc = (h̄DS/kBTc0)

1/2, h̄ωn, ∆ is in units of kBTc0, free
energy (per unit of square) is normalized in units of
F0 = πN(0)(kBTc0)

2ξc, current density is in units of de-
pairing current density of S-layer, magnetic field is in
units of H0 = Φ0/2πξ

2
c and λ is in units of magnetic field
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penetration depth in S layer λ0. Step grid in z direction
is dz = 0.01 − 0.05ξc (depending on the layer) and in
radial direction dr = 0.1ξc. We check that results vary
slightly with variation of dz, dr if they are small enough.
To decrease the number of free parameters we assume

that the densities of states in S, F and N layers are the
same and ratio of resistivities is equal to inverse ratio

of diffusion constants or mean path lengths ρS/ρN =
DN/DS = ℓN/ℓS.
In Fig. B.1 we show dependence of free energy (it is

calculated using Eq. (S5) in36) and λ−2 on q for bulk SFN
trilayer. For chosen parameters TFFLO

c = Tc ≃ 0.54Tc0.
The minimum of F is reached at q = qFF which depends
on temperature.
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